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Jack Trevor

Jack Trevor is a player character played by Wolf626.

Jack Trevor

Species & Gender: Male Human
Date of Birth: 16日 6月 YE 15
Organization: Democratic Imperium of Nepleslia
Occupation: Former Marine

Current Placement:

Physical Description

Dark hair, blue eyes. Deceptively slim build. Dark tanned skin.

Personality

Jack might seem cynical, stoic and grumpy with a sardonic wit, but that is merely what his experiences
have left him with. Despite all that as happened in his life, Jack still holds on to the belief that doing the
right thing, despite the personal cost, is his true commitment. He's a principled man, a man that will not
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budge on certain things, not even for the whole universe. Remembering his years in a orphanage, Jack is
infailingly kind to children and the people that take care of them.

History

Born and raised in a orphanage, Jack became one of the poor fools that joined the marine corps out of
patriotic and idealistic beliefs. However, years of combat and of losing friends and of nothing changing,
nearly destroyed him, causing him to take more and more dangerous risk in missions. Through skill and
pure (mis)fortune, Jack survived long enough to be able to retire. Now, he wanders through the galaxy
looking for a purpose.

Skills Learned

All the basic NSMC Skills.

Communications: Can speak and write Trade and Yamataigo.

Culinary: Back in the orphanage, Jack always helped with the food, becoming a decent chef.

Fighting: Jack is simply put, a born gunslinger. Able to use a great variety of ballistic guns, but prefering
handguns, Jack managed to create a singular form of combat by mixing CQC combat and guns. It makes
him an utter terror in close range. He's also proficient in the use of power armor, particularly Nepleslian
Power Armors.

Physical: Either through a natural gift or sheer will, it takes a lot of damage to put Jack down.

Vehicles: Jack developed a taste for fast cars in his youth. Some people said with a bit more skill he could
be a racer himself.

Rogue: A fight you avoid is a fight won. Jack is proficient in the use of stealth. He's able to infiltrate and
exfiltrate locations withouth alerting anyone. He's also proficient in counter intelligence tactics.

Inventory & Finance

Jack Trevor has the following:

Two Styrling Silver Special .45 Caliber pistols.

1 HHG ‘High Hybrid Gun’ revolver.

1 Trike Compact Assault Shotgun.

Jack Trevor currently has 3000 KS.
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OOC Information

This page was created by Wolf626 on 07, 31 2019 at 05:22 using the Character Template Form.

In the case Wolf626 becomes inactive:

Can this character be used as an NPC by a GM or FM? No
Can this character be adopted after I've been gone for a year? No

Character Data
Character Name Jack Trevor
Character Owner Wolf626
Character Status Inactive Player Character
Approval Thread URL stararmy.com/…
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